Introduction
Let be a bounded domain in R N with a smooth boundary. Consider the following nonlinear boundary value problem of the type where g( ; ) 0 on R 1 and M > 0 is a prescribed constant. Equation (1.1) arises in several applications. In particular, if g(t; x) = K(x)e t ; N = 2 the solutions to problem (1.1) yield Riemannian metrics which are conformally equivalent to the Euclidean metrics on with a given Gaussian curvature K and a prescribed total curvature M=2, 22] , 34]. If g(t; x) = f(t ? V (x)), where V (x) 2 C 0 ( ) is given and f( ) is nondecreasing, then the solutions of (1.1) represent potentials of stationary distributions of self-gravitating clusters. M stands for the total mass of the cluster. See 33] .
In this paper, we study a particular type of (1.1), namely the following where N 3; 1 < p < 2 := N+2 N?2 and u + = max(u; 0). The existence of solutions to (1.2) in the case of 1 p < N N?2 = p was rst established by Berestycki and Brezis 8] ( Temam 31 ] studied the case p=1). Wang 32] extended this result to p p < 2 = N+2 N?2 (for M small). Bandle and Marcus 3] studied a priori estimates for (1.2) under assumptions similar to those of 8]. For more general g, please see 34] .
The exponent p = N N?2 turns out to be a natural critical exponent for (1.2). Even though it has subcritical growth, it has critical behavior. Wolansky 34] introduced an energy functional to (1.2) . It turns out when M > M (N) , the functional becomes unbounded and noncompact and therefore it has the loss of compactness similar to nonlinear elliptic equations with critical Sobolev exponent 2 as studied is a solution of (1.2) for p = p ; M = M (N) . In general domain, the existence of solutions of (1.2) is related to the Green's function in . Let G(x; y) be the Green's function of ? in H 1 0 ( ) and ?(jx?yj) be the singular part of G(x; y), i.e., (1.7)
We then have In fact, for any 1 < p < 2 ; p 6 = p , we have the following theorem Theorem 1.2. Assume that P 0 = (P 1 0 ; ; P K 0 ) 2 K is a nondegenerate critical point of F(P). Let 1 < p < 2 ; p 6 = p . Then there exist 0 ; C 0 > 0 such that for every M 2 (0; 0 ) if p < p < 2 and M 2 (C 0 ; +1) if 1 < p < p , there exists a solution u M to (1.2) satisfying the following properties, as M ! 0 for p > p or M ! +1 for p < p , (i) The set fu M > 0g contains exactly K connected domains, 37] , and the references therein. Our problem (1.9) can be considered as a border line case of singular perturbation problems. Most of the references cited here deal with singular perturbation problems of the kind 2 u + f(u) = 0; f 0 (0) < 0. In our case, we have f 0 (0) = 0 which is called zero mass case 9]. In the zero mass case, the decay of ground state is of algebraic order and therefore traditional Sobolev space H 2 doesn't work. Here we use a weighted Sobolev space approach.
2. We remark that our results here in some sense are a generalization of those in 5]. In 5], Baraket and Pacard considered the following problem ( u + e u = 0 in u = 0 on @ (1.13) where is a smooth bounded domain in R 2 .
They introduced a function F(P) in R 2 which is equal to our F(P) in R 2 . Then they proved that at any nondegenerate critical point P 0 = (P 1 0 ; :::; P K 0 ) of F(P), for small, there exists a solution u which blows up near P j 0 ; j = 5. Although we have just studied a particular type of problem (1.1), the results in this paper can certainly be generalized to deal with problem (1.1) with g(u; x) = f(u ?V (x)) for some f and V (x) 2 C 2 . We shall not pursue this generality here.
The organization of the paper is the following: In Section 2, we rst introduce a projection and study the properties of the projection. Then we introduce some Sobolev spaces and study the properties of the linearized operator in these spaces.
Section 3 contains the classical Liapunov-Schmidt reduction process. Here we reduce our problem to a nite dimensional one.
In Section 4, we solve the nite dimensional problem and prove Theorem 1.3.
In Section 5, we show that the solutions constructed in Section 4 are unique. Section 6, we return to the study of (1.2) and prove Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. Finally we prove some technical lemmas in Section 7 and Section 8. Throughout this paper, the letters C, c, C i ; c i will denote various constants independent of small. will always denote a small constant.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some notations and prove necessary estimates.
Let f(u) := (u ? 1) p + for 1 < p < N+2 N?2 . It is known that the following problem in R N Let P = (P 1 ; ; P K ) 2 K and P 0 be a critical point of F(P). From now on, we will always assume that P 2 B (P 0 ) for some > 0 small. We denote P j i to be the i?th component of P j ; j = 1; :::; K. ;P j := y j y + P j 2 :
Then it is easy to see that
F j (P; P j ):
We have the following error estimates 
where y + P j = x; f ;P j is a radial function and is supported in B R 0 (0).
Proof: Observe that by Lemma 2.2, for x 2 B 2Rw (P j ),
w ;P j (x) = w( x ? P j ) + N?2 k w F j (P; x): (2.6) and (2.7) follow from direct computations.
Next we introduce some Sobolev spaces.
We rst de ne weighted Sobolev space in R N . For 1 < t < 1, a nonnegative integer l and a real number , the weighted Sobolev space W t l; (R N ) is de ned to be the completion of C 1 0 (R N ) under the norm:
where < x >= (1 + From now on, we drop the index ; P in X t; ;P ; Y t;2+ ;P if there is no confusion.
We then have the following technical lemma whose proof will be given in Appendix B.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that 0 < < N t 0 ? 1. Let satisfy the following equation We now study the linear operator L ;P in X t; and prove an analogue of Proposition 2. Let ;P ; ? ;P be the projection of Y t;2+ into C ;P ; C ? ;P respectively.
The following is the main estimate we need in order to apply Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method. For the sake of completeness, we give a sketch of the proof of injectivity. The surjectivity follows from injectivity easily.
We just need to prove (2.16). Suppose not. Then there exists k ! 0, P k ! P 2 B (P 0 ) , k 2 K ? ;P k such that L ;P k k = f k ; kf k k t;0;2+ ! 0; k 2 K ? ;P k ; k k k t;2; = 1:
Then k satis es where (x) = 1 for jxj 2 and (x) = 0 for jxj .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that j = 1. Then 1 k satis es k(w ;P k ? 1) 
By Lemma 2.5, k k k t;2; = o(1) which is a contradiction to our assumption that k k k t;2; = 1. In a similar way, we can prove (2).
Liapunov-Schmidt
We are now ready to prove the following main result in this section. We next expand ;P in terms of N?2 . To this end, we set 0 ;P to be de ned as follows We observe that it is easy to see that 0 (jyj) = C 0 jyj 2?N for jyj R w , where C 0 is a constant. Remarkably, we can write 0 explicitly. Proof: We rst note that by (2.6), S (w ;P ) = pk w (w(y) ? 1) p?1 + F j (P; P j ) N?2 + O( N?1 ) for x 2 B R 0 (P j ). Thus ;P S (w ;P (x)) = pk w (w ? 1) p?1 + F j (P; P j ) N?2 + O( N?1 ) (3.10) for x 2 B R 0 (P j ). Note also that k ? ;P N ( ;P )k t;0;2+ = O( (1+ )(1? )(N?2) ) = O( N?2+ 0 ): On the other hand, 0 ;P ? X 0 , (3.9) can be proved by using equation (3.5) .
Please see the proof of Lemma 7.1 of Appendix A for similar proofs.
4. The Reduced Problem: Proof of Theorem 1.3 By Proposition 3.1, there exists a unique ;P such that S (w ;P + ;P ) 2 C ;P ; ;P 2 K ? ;P :
In other words, we have S (w ;P + ;P ) = Since P 0 is a nondegenerate critical point of F(P), by Brouwer's xed point theorem, there exists an P such that l k (P ) = 0; k = 1; :::; N; l = 1; :::; K:
In other words, we have u = w ;P + ;P 2 X t; satis es 2 u + (u ? 1) p + = 0 in and u = 0 on @ . By standard regularity theorem, we have u 2 C 2 ( ) \C 0 ( ).
It remains to check that u > 0 in . By Maximum Principle, it is enough to show that u ? 0. Multiplying the equation by u ? and integrating by parts we have 5. Uniqueness of u Let u be the solution constructed in Section 4. In this section, we prove the uniqueness of u . Let w ;P ; K ;P ; C ;P ; K ? ;P ; C ? ;P ; S (u) be de ned in Section 2. Fix any P 2 K . We de ne K (P) = J (w ;P + ;P ) (5.2) where ;P is the unique solution given by Proposition 3.1.
Let P 0 be a nondegenerate critical point of F(P). Set = B (P) K :
Let K (P) be de ned by (5.2). Then we have Lemma 5.1. u = w ;P + ;P is a solutions of (1.9) if and only of P is a critical point of K (P) in .
Proof: The proof is similar to Proposition 3.5 of 18].
Let u be a single-condensation solution with the unique local maximum P ! P 0 . By Lemma 5.1, we have u = w ;Q + ;Q for some Q 2 ; ;Q 2 K ? ;Q and Q is a critical point of K (P) in .
By Lemma 5.1, to prove the uniqueness of u , we just need to show that K (P) has only one critical point in .
Let us de nẽ
It is easy to see thatK (P) has only one critical point P 0 in if is small. We now compute rK (P). We rst have Lemma 5.2. For P 2 , we have rK (P) = rK (P) + o( N?2 ):
Proof: Observe that The following lemma shows that a critical point of K is nondegenerate. Lemma 5.3. Let Q be a critical point of K (P) over . Then we have
5) The proof of Lemma 5.3 is very complicated and is thus left to Appendix A. Let us now use it to prove the uniqueness of u .
The proof of the uniqueness of u is completed by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. There exists a unique critical point of K (P) over . Proof: As we already know by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 5.1, K (P) has a critical point Q and any other critical point of K (P) is in .
We now show that Q is unique. Proof: This follows from the uniqueness of u . In fact let 2 (0; 0 ) and k ! as k ! +1. Since u k is uniformly bounded for k 2 (0; 0 ), we can assume that u k !ũ , whereũ satis es (1.9). Moreover, the set A k = fu k > 1g approaches the set A = fũ > 1g. Therefore we see that u has exactly K local maximum points P j with P j = P 0 j + o(1). ( We remark here that any local maximum point of u is nondegenerate. See 20] .) By uniqueness of u , we haveũ = u and thus lim k ! I( k ) = I( ).
We now compute I( ). Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1 follow directly from those of u and Lemma 6.2.
To prove Theorem 1. In order to have a uni ed approach which works for all dimension N 3, we need to modify w ;P . We introduce the following notations w ;P j = w ;P j + k w F j (P; P j )( 0 ( x ? P j ) ? C 0 (N ? 2) We now need to show that the above equality is true in C 2 for P. Although intuitively it should be true, the proofs are quite complicated due to the fact that when we di erentiate P j , we are also di erentiating x since the variables involved are x?P j . The key is to separate these two di erentiations. Lemma 2.5 is thus proved for the case K = 1. Next we prove the case when K = 2. The other cases K > 2 can be proved similarly.
We divide the domain into two parts 1 2 = ; 1 \ 2 = . We choose 1 and 2 such that 1 (x) = 1 for x 2 B (P 1 ) and 1 (x) = 0 for 2 nB (P 2 ). Similarly we require that 2 (x) = 1 for x 2 B (P 2 ) and 2 (x) = 0 for 2 nB (P 1 ). Moreover we can assume that 1 (x) + 2 (x) = 1 for x 2 . ( ;P j ) Ckfk t;2+ ; j = 1; 2: Since > 0, ( P (x)) (1 + jx?P j j ) , k j k t;2; k k W t 2; ( ;P j ) ; j = 1; 2: So we have k k t;2; Ck 1 k t;2; + Ck 2 k t;2; Ckfk t;2+ : Lemma 2.5 is thus proved.
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